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Foreword by Brian Martin,
Managing Partner at Opus Executive Partners
The Global Financial Crisis has led to a change in how society thinks about companies and how they
should be run. The past few decades have seen increasing regulation and debate in the West to protect
the interests of shareholders after some notable corporate collapses. Traditionally shareholders have
been seen as the ones with the most to lose as they ultimately own the company.
This traditional view of protecting the shareholders is now being reviewed and enhanced to reflect
broader stakeholder interest. After the crisis many people have realised that the fallout from a badly
run company or sector can stretch far beyond the immediate impact on employees and shareholders
- underwriting private banks with tax-payer money is but one example. Whatever one’s thoughts
about the nature and reason for that particular crisis the regulations that are being introduced will limit
the possibility and impact of such an event occurring again. In essence, the regulations will cause a
structural change in the way companies operate. These changes are here to stay.
The result of this has been the strengthening of controls most noticeably seen, earlier, in the SarbanesOxley Act 2002 in the USA and, more recently, The Corporate Governance Code 2010 in the UK.
A company and stakeholders can never be fully protected from bad decisions but, by having a wellbalanced Board, effective leadership, complemented with good corporate governance, trust and
confidence in business leaders can be improved.
Private and public institutions are moving towards a new international order that links performance and
therefore investment risk with good Corporate Governance. This report seeks to identify and analyse
Boards, performance and risk in the UK Oil and Gas sector and is not intended to be a commentary on
the performance of individual companies.

Brian Martin
Managing Partner
Opus Executive Partners
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1. Introduction and Executive Summary
Two out of three companies in the London-listed Oil and Gas sector have lost shareholders
almost 60% of their investments over the past five years. This study seeks to consider how good
Corporate Governance can help mitigate this risk. Some key findings are as follows:

Performance:

8% of companies
did not have a Chief
Executive Officer
and a further 8%
of companies had
the role of Chief
Executive Officer
and Chairman held
by the same person

Corporate Governance:

The Oil and Gas
sector has risen by
only 0.6% in five
years in contrast to
the price of oil that
has risen by 34%

Board Composition:

Table 1:
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Only 6% of
companies scored
well within the
Opus “Leadership
Corporate
Governance ranking”

Over the same
five years 63% of
companies lost
money for their
shareholders by
an average
of 58%

Once the top ten
companies are
removed the sector
returned a loss to
investors of 35%

Seven of the top
ten share price
performers are
AIM listed

44% of companies
did not have a
dedicated Chief
Financial Officer

Only 10% of
Exploration
companies employ
a dedicated
full-time Exploration
Director

The representation
of women at Board
level is virtually
non-existent

The average
company scored
only 36%

Despite most
companies stating
their commitment
to good corporate
governance there
is uncertainty as
to what these
standards
actually are

Companies with
better Corporate
Governance have
generally produced
a better return for
shareholders

2. Main Report
2.1 Performance
Share prices determined by the markets are universally accepted
as the overriding measure of a company’s success or failure.
Consequently, this study uses share prices as the key indicator
of a company’s performance. Share price performance was
analysed for the whole LSE listed Oil and Gas Sector for June
2006 to June 2011. It was considered that a five year period
was the best timeframe to conduct an investigation into Board
structure and shareholder value for three main reasons:

Once the top
ten companies
are removed the
sector returned
a loss to
investors
of 35%

1)

It is more likely to eradicate any news-related short-term dramatic share
price changes that may not give a true reflection of a company’s longer
term performance.

2)

The period covers the time before, during and after the Global Financial
Crisis and assesses how companies have ridden that storm.

3)

The value of good leadership is without question and needs to be assessed
over a period of years, allowing for changes on the Board, in order to gauge
the team’s effectiveness.

The 130 companies in the sector were ranked according to their investment returns. Not unexpectedly,
bearing in mind the character of major oil and gas exploration, there was considerable spread in the share
price performances of companies within the Oil and Gas sector. Some companies saw their share price
decline to a point that rendered investments in them almost worthless. However it would be wrong to
conclude that companies that have experienced substantial problems, which were inevitably reflected in
their share price, cannot be turned around. An example of which is Emerald Energy; its share price when
restructured was a fraction of what it had been prior to operational and financial difficulties, but this was
transformed and the company was rising up the FTSE 250 prior to being taken over.
Of the 130 Oil and Gas companies that made up the sector in June 2011, 70 had operated fully within the
analysed period, the remaining 60 were listed during it. The full analysis is restricted to the 70 companies
that operated during the full five year period, but additional analysis covering the other 60 companies is
included where appropriate.
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The following two graphs show the upper and lower performance spectrum of the companies that have
operated fully throughout the analysed period:

Graph 1:
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Companies
listed on the
Main-Market
performed
better than
those listed
on AIM

If an equal sum of money had been invested in June 2006 in
each of the companies in the sector the overall return after five
years would only have been a growth of 0.6%. Once inflation
is taken into account this would actually have resulted in a
loss in real terms. However, this figure is highly skewed by the
distorting effects of the top 10 performing companies. Removing
their performance to give a truer reflection of the overall market
results in a loss to investors of 35%. This return is even poorer
when contrasted against oil prices, which rose by 34% during the same period. When compared against
the main FTSE indices the relative performance of the Oil and Gas sector is revealed. Over the period
the FTSE 100 rose by 3%, FTSE 250 by 30% and the FTSE Aim All share, where most Exploration and
Production companies are listed, fell by 17%. The graph below compares the share price performance of
the UK-listed Oil and Gas companies against other key Market Indices:
Graph 3:
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However, despite an aggregate return of 0.6% being produced by the overall market, 36% of companies
achieved an average doubling of their share prices over the five years. The other 64% delivered a decrease
in initial investments posting an average loss of 58%. Perhaps it is surprising to note that this means
investors had only about a 1-in-3 chance of picking a successful company if they had randomly selected
companies to invest in.
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As previously stated: 60 Oil and Gas companies
were listed during the five year study period,
representing almost half of all current companies.
Due to the varying nature of the listing dates
a straightforward approach of assessing their
‘absolute’ performance was taken from their listing
date until June 2011.
If an equal sum of money had been invested pro
rata in these new companies when they were listed
the investment would have grown by 28%. This is a
much stronger return than the group which existed
throughout the full five-year period. It is also worth
noting that this performance is more closely aligned
with the price of oil which increased by 34% over
the average life-span of these new companies. This
may be because the new companies benefitted
from listing during the market upswing but have yet
to experience the full range of challenges to which
the more mature companies have been exposed.

Main-Market listed
companies are bound
by the June 2010
Corporate Governance
Code; they have
outperformed AIMMarket companies
which are not subject
to The Code’s
recommendations
as to whether the 40 companies removed through
merger and acquisition activity were deemed
successful or distressed.

Few investors would deny that the Oil and Gas
sector is an inherently risky place in which to
invest. Exploration and Production companies are
not only subject to the ‘usual’ kind of risks faced
by most companies but geo-political and geological
uncertainties as well. Despite this there appears to
be enthusiasm for investing in this sector. There
is investor confidence that opportunities with a
considerable upside do exist.

As a final note on share prices the performance
of the different markets that make up the Londonlisted Oil and Gas sector has been analysed. As
previously stated, the overall market grew by 0.6%.
However, AIM-Market Oil and Gas companies
fell by 12%, Main-Market companies grew by
37% and FTSE 350-Market companies by 39%.
Clearly the Main-Market Oil and Gas companies
- which are bound by the June 2010 Corporate
Governance Code - have performed markedly
better than their AIM-Market equivalents which are
not. This relationship between performance and
Corporate Governance is covered in more detail
in section 2.3.

We would like to draw attention to the companies
that de-listed over the analysed period. There were
48 companies listed in June 2006 that did not
exist in June 2011. 40 were removed via merger
and acquisition activity, 3 changed their business
models to non oil and gas activity, 2 changed
their listings to other exchanges, 2 de-listed to go
private and only 1 was liquidated. It is unknown

The performance of companies within the sector
was also analysed by considering their Market
Capitalisation values as a share of the whole
sector. The top ten Oil and Gas companies in June
2011 account for 94% of the UK LSE listed Oil and
Gas market by Market Capitalisation value. The
other 120 companies account for the remaining
6%. The majority of small and mid-cap companies
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do not have any production and consequently have little or no income
other than shareholder funds. This is reflected in their share of the overall
market which is, predictably, dominated by the international majors. Over
time some smaller companies, most noticeably Cairn Energy and Tullow
Oil have climbed into the top ten but many of the other successful smaller
companies have exited through Merger and Acquisition activity.

Graph 4:

7 of the
top 10
share price
performers
are AIM
listed
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2.2 Corporate
Governance
There is increasing reference, not only at industry meetings,
but also within government and public discussions, to
the importance of good Corporate Governance within the
Exploration and Production Sector. The first version of the UK
Code on Corporate Governance (the Code) was produced in
1992 by the Cadbury Committee. Its paragraph 2.5 is still the
classic definition of the context of the Code:

Many NonExecutive
Directors hold
excessive
appointments the most extreme
being 87

“Corporate governance is the system by which companies are directed and
controlled. Boards of directors are responsible for the governance of their companies.
The shareholders’ role in governance is to appoint the directors and the auditors
and to satisfy themselves that an appropriate governance structure is in place. The
responsibilities of the board include setting the company’s strategic aims, providing
the leadership to put them into effect, supervising the management of the business and
reporting to shareholders on their stewardship. The Board actions are subject to laws,
regulations and the shareholders in general meeting.”
Corporate Governance is therefore about what the Board of a company does and how the values of the
company are set. It is to be distinguished from the day-to-day operational management of the company by
the Executive Board.
To develop investor and stakeholder trust in company boards the Code has made a number of key
recommendations. These are not legally enforceable at the moment; instead the approach of ‘comply or
explain’ is more effective in encouraging companies to adhere to the recommendations.

Only 16% of companies
have stated who their
Senior Independent NonExecutive Director is
10

The key recommendations of the Code that are relevant to this study are as follows:
A.2

There should be a clear division of
responsibilities at the head of the
company between the running of the
Board and the executive responsibility
for the running of the company’s
business. No one individual should have
unfettered powers of decision.

A.2.1 The roles of Chairman and Chief
Executive should not be exercised by
the same individual.
A.3.1 The Chairman should on appointment
meet the independence criteria set
out in B1.1 below. A Chief Executive
should not go on to be Chairman of the
same company.
A.4.1 The Board should appoint one of the
Independent Non-Executive Directors
to be the Senior Independent Director
to provide a sounding board for the
Chairman and to serve as an intermediary
for the other Directors when necessary.
B.1.1 The Board should identify in the annual
report each Non-Executive Director it
considers to be independent. The Board
should determine whether the Director is
independent in character and judgement
and whether there are relationships
or circumstances which are likely to
affect, or could appear to affect, the
Director’s judgement. The Board should
state its reasons if it determines that a
Director is independent notwithstanding
the existence of relationships or

circumstances which may appear
relevant to its determination, including if
the Director:
- has been an employee of the company
or group within the last five years;
- has or has had within the last three
years, a material business relationship
with the company either directly, or as a
partner, shareholder, Director or senior
employee of a body that has such a
relationship with the company;
- has received or receives additional
remuneration from the company apart
from a Director’s fee, participates in the
company share option or a performancerelated pays scheme, or is a member of
the company’s pension scheme;
- has close family ties with any of
the company’s advisers, Directors or
senior employees;
- hold cross-Directorships or has
significant links with other Directors
through
involvement
in
other
companies or bodies;
- represents a significant shareholder; or
- has served on the Board for more
than nine years from the date of their
first election.
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The majority of
Directors are
recruited informally
through personal
friendships and
contacts
B.1.2 Except for smaller companies (those below the FTSE 350), at least half the Board, excluding the
Chairman, should comprise Non-Executive Directors determined by the Board to be independent.
A smaller company should have at least two Independent Non-Executive Directors.
B.2.1 There should be a nominations committee which should lead the process for Board appointments
and make recommendations to the Board. A majority of members of the nomination committee
should be Independent Non-Executive Directors.
B.3

All Directors should be able to allocate sufficient time to the company to discharge their
responsibilities effectively.

C.3.1 The Board should establish an audit committee of at least three, or in the case of smaller
companies two, Independent Non-Executive Directors. In smaller companies the company
Chairman may be a member of, but not chair, the committee in addition to the Independent
Non-Executive Directors, provided he or she was considered independent on appointment as
Chairman. The Board should satisfy itself that at least one member of the audit committee has
recent and relevant financial experience.
D.2.1 The Board should establish a remuneration committee of at least three, or in the case of smaller
companies two, Independent Non-Executive Directors.

Just 29% of
companies declared
their Non-Executive
Directors to meet the
required standard of
independence
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Opus have developed a Corporate Governance scoring system to determine how closely Board structures
relate to the recommendations of the Code. It is ranked out of a possible 8 points and is based on the key
objective recommendations of the Code regarding Board structure:
-

A point was awarded for having a Chairman.

-

A point was awarded for having a CEO.

-

A point was deducted if the roles of the Chairman and CEO were held by the same person.

-

A point was awarded for having the minimum level of Independent Non-Executive
Directors (INEDs).

-

A point was awarded for having one of the Independent Non-Executive Directors designated as
the Senior Independent Non-Executive Director (SINEDs).

-

A point was awarded for having at least half the board comprised of Independent Non-Executive
Directors (Ratio of INEDs/EDs).

-

A point was awarded for having a correctly set up Remuneration Committee.

-

A point was awarded for having a correctly set up Audit Committee.

-

A point was awarded for having a correctly set up Nomination Committee.

If the recommendations of the Code are being
followed correctly then a company will score
a maximum of 8 points. We acknowledge that
this scoring system does not exhaustively cover
every recommendation in the Code. It has been
weighted to encompass the key, objective,
recommendations regarding Board structure.

8% of all companies
have the same person
holding the Chairman
and CEO posts-in clear
breach of the June
2010 Corporate
Governance Code
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The following table illustrates some possible permutations of board structures and their resultant Corporate
Governance scores. It is not intended as an exhaustive list of all possibilities, just an example.
Table 2:
Chairman:

CEO:

Ratio INEDs/EDs

1

1

>1

3

1

Y

Y

Y

8

1

1

>1

3

1

Y

Y

N

7

1

1

>1

3

1

Y

N

N

6

1

1

>1

3

1

N

N

N

5

1

1

>1

2

0

N

N

N

4

1

1

<1

2

0

N

N

N

3

1

1

<1

0

0

N

N

N

2

Joint

Joint

<1

0

0

N

N

N

1

INEDs: SINEDs: Audit: Remuneration: Nomination:

CG
Score:

The average Corporate Governance score for the whole sector was only 2.9 out of a possible 8 points.
At 36% this is a disappointing result. Clearly the sector has quite a large gap to close should it wish to be
compliant with the recommendations of the Code. The Independence of Non-Executive Directors and the
existence of a Senior Independent Non-Executive Director underpin many of the recommendations of the
Code. Many of the Corporate Governance scores were low because companies are not addressing the
issue of independence of Directors at Board level. It could be said that because many of the companies
that comprise the London listed Oil and Gas sector are listed on AIM and as such are not subject to the
recommendations of the Code. This is, indeed, the case but Lucy Leroy, the Head of UK Primary Market
Regulation at the LSE, has said that;

“The Exchange believes that good corporate
governance is just as relevant and important for AIM
companies as it is for those on the Main Market... whilst
full adherence to the CGC should not necessarily be
the expectation for all AIM companies, we believe it
continues to serve as a standard that public companies
should aspire to...” 1
1

INSIDE AIM, Issue 2 - July 2010, Page 1.
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The average
Corporate
Governance
score was
only 36%

This view would seem to be echoed by many of the Boards within the sector as virtually every company
that we have assessed publicly states that although the Code is not yet applicable to them they will
adopt the recommendations as a matter of best practice. At face value this sounds like many Boards are
attempting to go ‘above-and-beyond’ what is required of them.
The reality is, perhaps, a little different.
Upon closer inspection it is apparent that the sector as a whole is inconsistent with the set of standards
to which it refers. Some companies refer to the newly updated June 2010 Corporate Governance Code,
some to the original Combined Code and others to AIM Rule 26.
Furthermore, it might be considered that some companies are merely ‘cutting-and-pasting’ various
recommendations and commitments to their websites as mere ‘window-dressing’. This is evidenced by
the wording of some companies’ commitment to and practice of Corporate Governance being word for
word identical to those found in the Code. This is not helped by the fact that at least one company states
that the “...Remuneration Committee will review the performance of the Executive Directors...” when their
Board consists entirely of Non-Executive Directors.

“An explanation should be given if neither an external search consultancy
nor open advertising has been used in the appointment of a Chairman or a
Non-Executive Director.” 2
The Code requires that shareholders be informed, in Annual Reports, as to whether there has been
independent input in the Appointments process for Board Directors for example using executive search
firms. Few Oil and Gas companies include reference to executive search firms - anonymous or otherwise
- in their Annual Reports. This view has also been confirmed in a recent study by Higgs and Tyson finding
that half of the Directors they surveyed had been recruited through personal friendships and contacts, only
4% having a formal interview and only 1% through responding to press advertising. 3

2
3

Financial Reporting Council, 2010. The UK Corporate Governance Code - June 2010, p14.
Balancing Boards, Opportunity Now. 2010
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Most AIM companies state
they want to embrace
the June 2010 Corporate
Governance Code as
best practice
The following diagram is a visual representation of what an ideal company structure should look like if
the recommendations of the Code are followed at Board level, together with some possible examples of
Senior Management positions.
Diagram 1:

Non-Executive Board:
Non-Exec Chairman
Senior Independent Non-Exec Director
Independent Non-Exec Director
• Nomination Committee
• Audit Committee
• Remuneration
Committee

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Executive Directors

Commercial
Management

Surface
Management

Sub-Surface
Management

CFO &
Treasurer

HSSE
Management

Non-Executive Board
Executive Board
Senior Management
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Operations
Management

General
Counsel &
Management

2.3 The link between Corporate Governance
and Performance
This section shows that companies with better
Corporate Governance have generally delivered
better shareholder value. It is acknowledged
that the diverse factors influencing the long-term
performance of a company are too numerous to
enable a straightforward and clear-cut relationship
between Corporate Governance and performance.
Perhaps what is surprising is that this relationship
is discernible at all.
When the London-listed Oil and Gas sector is
broken down by market type a link between
Corporate Governance and performance becomes
apparent. AIM companies are not subject to the
recommendations of the Code and they had an
average Corporate Governance score of only 29%,
the overall return to shareholders over the five year
period was -12%. Both sets of figures were below
the sector average. Main-Market companies, who
are subject to the recommendations of the Code,
had an average Corporate Governance score of
51% and delivered a return to shareholders of 37%.
Both sets of figures are above the sector average.
Even more noticeable was the performance of the
FTSE 350 Oil and Gas companies. They had an
average Corporate Governance score of 73% and
delivered a return to shareholders of 39%. Whilst
it is acknowledged that some companies do not fit
the trend, it seems clear that those markets bound
by greater Corporate Governance legislation were
more likely to deliver better shareholder value.

The top ten
companies in the Opus
“Leadership Corporate
Governance Ranking”
had an average score
of 90% and delivered
average share holder
returns of 49%
of 43%. The shareholder value of the bottom 10
performing companies dropped by 94.5%. These
companies had an average Corporate Governance
score of just 30%.
However, the correlation between Corporate
Governance and performance was most
noticeable when companies were ranked
according to their Corporate Governance scores.
The top ten companies had an average Corporate
Governance score of 90% and delivered a growth
in shareholder value of 49%. Conversely the
bottom ten companies had an average Corporate
Governance score of only 13% and decreased
shareholder value by 55%.

A relationship between Corporate Governance
and performance was also seen when ranking
companies according to their share price
performance over the 2006-2011 period. The top
ten performing companies delivered an average
increase in shareholder value of 211% and they
had an average Corporate Governance score
17

2.4 Board Composition

90% of
exploration
companies
have no
Exploration
Director

There are 365 Executive and 508 Non-Executive Directorships in the
London Listed Oil and Gas sector. The average Director holds one
position within this sector. In total there are 873 Executive and NonExecutive Directorships held by 848 people. Although this seems
to compare favourably with the recommendations of the Code, as
people are not spreading their time too thinly, it is worth noting that
many Directors hold positions in companies outside of the London
Listed Oil and Gas Sector. Once public and private companies in all sectors are considered, Directors hold
an average of 6 positions. This is generally considered to be the maximum level of positions a Director
can hold. Beyond this limit time constraints seriously compromise the ability of a Director to make effective
contributions. There is a considerable spread amongst individuals, some having as high as almost 90
appointments. These figures might be understated, however, as they do not take into account Director’s
non-company interests such as the membership of committees or charities. Based on a random sample
of Directors, there appears to be a negative correlation between the number of positions held by Directors
and the share-price performance of the companies they work for. Directors with fewer appointments tend
to work with companies that are more successful.
The average company has 6.7 Board Directors comprising of 2.8 Executive Directors and 3.9 Non-Executive
Directors. This is below the average UK Board size which, at 8.5 is not only considered one of the smallest
in the EU (having an average of 11.8) but also 27% bigger than the average Oil and Gas company.
It is, perhaps, surprising to note the absence of a dedicated full-time Chief Financial Officer or Finance
Director on many Boards. Only 56 of the 130 London listed Exploration and Production companies currently
have this position represented at Board level i.e. 43%. Equally as surprising is that only 13 of these 130
Exploration companies have a dedicated full-time Exploration Director on the Board, at just 10%.
The Code recommends that for FTSE 350 companies at least half the Board, excluding the Chairman,
should comprise Non-Executive Directors determined to be independent (two for smaller companies). Our
study has found that despite these companies having, on average,
the correct balance of Non-Executive Directors, very few of them can
be considered independent according to the Code’s requirements.

Only 43% of
all companies
employ a
Finance
Director
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“To run a corporate board successfully is extremely
demanding. Constraints on time and knowledge
combine with the need to maintain mutual respect and
openness between... able and busy directors.” 4

11 companies
have no
CEO

The percentage of female Directors on all UK Boards compares relatively favourably with the EU average,
being 15% and 10% respectively, but this is not reflected in the UK-listed Oil and Gas sector. Out of 873
Board level Directors in Oil and Gas, only 29 are women (3.3%). This means that for every 29 men at Board
level in the Oil and Gas sector only 1 woman is at a comparable level. 84% of Oil and Gas companies have
no women at all on their Boards. This compares very poorly to the UK average of 18% but also to the EU
average of 31%. The socio-economic reasons why women are underrepresented in the UK Oil and Gas
industry is in comparison to other sectors and countries are beyond the scope of this study.

“The European commission is currently debating whether or not to impose (gender)
quotas and legislation across European member states.” 5
The current trend in EU and UK law may result in the UK listed Oil and Gas companies requiring rapid
alignment to imposed targets. If this is the case then appointments of women to their Boards from other
market sectors or bigger companies may have to be made, not least because many companies are simply
too small to be developing internal human resources for senior appointments.

“The search for board candidates should be conducted
and appointments made, on merit, against objective
criteria and with due regard for the benefits of diversity
on the board, including gender.” 6

4
5
6

The size of
the average
Oil and Gas
Board is only
80% of the
UK average

Financial Reporting Council, 2010. The UK Corporate Governance Code - June 2010, p2.
UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), 2011. Women on boards February 2011, p18.
Financial Reporting Council, 2010. The UK Corporate Governance Code - June 2010, p13.
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This would represent, if broadly actioned by the Exploration and Production companies, a substantial
resourcing and Board restructuring requirement. It is likely that this would take some time to implement
and might be more readily achievable alongside an increase in the total number of Directors. So far the
implications of these issues do not seem to have been addressed by the Exploration and Production sector
in any structured manner.
The UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) states in their “Women on Boards” report
(February 2011, p3):
The Financial Reporting Council should amend the UK Corporate Governance Code to require listed
companies to establish a policy concerning boardroom diversity, including measurable objectives for
implementing the policy, and disclose annually a summary of the policy and the progress made in
achieving the objectives.
and
In line with the UK Corporate Governance Code provision B2.4 “A separate section of the annual
report should describe the work of the nomination committee, including the process it has used in
relation to board appointments”. Chairmen should disclose meaningful information about the company’s
appointment process and how it addresses diversity in the company’s annual report including a
description of the search and nominations process.
It is important to remember that the diversity of the Board can benefit the performance of a company. The
UK Women on Boards 2010 report states on page 7:
This business case is backed by a growing body of evidence. Research has shown that strong stock
market growth among European companies is most likely to occur where there is a higher proportion
of women in senior management teams. Companies with more women on their boards were found to
outperform their rivals with a 42% higher return in sales, 66% higher return on invested capital and 53%
higher return on equity... It is about the richness of the board as a
whole, the combined contribution of a group of people with different
skills and perspectives to offer, different experiences, backgrounds
and life styles and who together are more able to consider issues
in a rounded, holistic way and offer an attention to detail not seen
on all male boards which often think the same way, and sometimes
make poor decisions.

Out of 873
Directors only
29 are women
- just 3.3%
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Graph 5:

1.9% of Executive
Directors are women,
including NEDs this
rises to 3.3%

Breakdown of Gender
on Oil and Gas Boards

3.3%

Graph 6:

Breakdown of Gender
on all UK Boards

96.7%

15%

85%

Women
Men

“At the current rate of change it will take over 70 years to achieve gender-balanced
boardrooms in the UK.” 7

7

UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), 2011. Women on Boards February 2011, p3.
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2.5 Closing the Gaps
At the moment the findings of the Code are recommendations and are not yet legally enforceable. Currently
companies are expected to either comply with the recommendations or explain to stakeholders why not.
However, the trend in EU legislation and in particular the example of the Scandinavian approach to legally
enforceable female quotas is deepening and it is quite possible that a firmer line may be adopted in the UK.
Quite clearly if the sector wishes to achieve the recommendations of the Code there are companies that
are already ahead of the pack - but many are not. The gaps that need to be closed have been set out in
the table below:

Table 3:

Position/standard
required:

Percentage of Sector
currently complying:

Positions required to
be compliant:

A dedicated full-time Chief
Executive Officer

92%

11

A dedicated full-time Chairman

98%

2

Chairman and CEO positions to
be held by different people

92%

11

Minimum level of
Independent NEDS

18%

198

Senior Independent NED
(as a subset of Independent
Non-Executive Directors)

16%

(109)

15% of Board positions to be held
by women (UK average)

16%

102

To comply with the findings of the Code, the Oil and Gas sector would need to appoint around 222 specific
Board positions. These 222 appointments represent a minimum gap as we have assumed that 102 of
these positions will be women, thereby bringing Board composition within the sector in line with the 15%
UK average.
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3. Conclusions
This study concludes that there is a positive link between Corporate Governance and performance and
that all companies should aim to comply with the June 2010 UK Corporate Governance Code. Companies
run with better Corporate Governance generate better rates of returns for their shareholders. Conversely,
poor Corporate Governance generate poorer shareholder returns.
The sector overall has scored very poorly in the Opus “Leadership Corporate Governance Ranking”. The
main causal factor for this is that many companies are not addressing the issue of the independence of their
Non-Executive Directors. Without these Directors being independent the role they play in constructively
challenging and helping to develop proposals on strategy is severely compromised. This in turn hinders
the true effectiveness of the Audit, Remuneration and Nomination Committees.
Every company’s business model and operating circumstances are different and there will always
be unforeseen risks and challenges. Nevertheless, how a company structures itself to address those
challenges can help to reduce risks.
The spread in performance and Board structures within the London-listed Oil and Gas sector is diverse
and some companies that scored poorly in our ranking have done well and vice versa. However, it is clear
that this report has demonstrated some key links between Corporate Governance and performance:

1)

The Oil and Gas companies listed on the Main-Market are subject to the
recommendations of the Code. These companies have out-performed AIM comprised of companies that are not bound by the recommendations of the Code.

2)

The top ten performing companies by share price performance over the period
had an overall Corporate Governance score that was higher than the average.
This contrasts with the bottom ten performing companies which had an overall
lower than average score.

3)

The top 10 companies in the Opus “Leadership Corporate Governance Ranking”
had an overall score of 90% and delivered an average share price growth of 49%.
This contrasts with the bottom 10 companies in the ranking who had an overall
score of 10% and shareholder value dropped by 55%.
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Opus Executive Partners was created as a global advisory and executive search firm
to support the evolving needs of today’s natural resources industries. In an increasingly
complex business environment strong leadership and governance are paramount in
overcoming the challenges that companies face.
Our defining strengths lie in the ability to understand clients’ key business issues and
challenges. Our reputation as a pre-eminent firm comes from unparalleled sector
knowledge combined with robust and honest advice on the best solutions. This value can
be transformational.
For over 30 years our partners have brought clarity to increasingly complex corporate
relationships and pressures by strengthening board structures.

www.opusexecutive.com
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